Tennis Match Results
Johns Hopkins vs Middlebury
5/14/2023 at Orlando, Fla.
(USTA National Campus)

#4 Middlebury 5, #15 Johns Hopkins 2

Singles competition
1. Sahana Raman (MIDDW) def. MaryBeth Hurley (JHUW) 6-3, 6-2
2. Amy Delman (MIDDW) def. #27 Jay Xiao (JHUW) 7-6, 6-4
3. #36 Kamila Wong (JHUW) def. Lulu Wu (MIDDW) 7-5, 7-5
4. Nathalie van derReis (MIDDW) vs. Anjali Devireddy (JHUW) 6-2, 5-7, 5-2, unfinished
5. Claudia Miller (MIDDW) def. Christina Huynh (JHUW) 6-3, 6-3
6. Gena Huang (MIDDW) vs. Ali Bader (JHUW) 5-7, 3-4, unfinished

Doubles competition
1. Amy Delman/Sahana Raman (MIDDW) def. Kamila Wong/Jay Xiao (JHUW) 8-5
2. MaryBeth Hurley/Emily Javedan (JHUW) def. Gena Huang/Claudia Miller (MIDDW) 8-7
3. Nina Farhat/Sami Remis (MIDDW) def. Anjali Devireddy/Christina Huynh (JHUW) 8-2

Match Notes:
Johns Hopkins 21-4; National ranking #15; Regional ranking #4
Middlebury 17-3; National ranking #4; Regional ranking #1
2023 NCAA Division III Women's Tennis National Championship quarterfinal